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8. French

Loading

Conditions

The French strength specifications
originally
avoicled all numerical data and left the test decision open for
Aroused by the rapid development
of
each individual
caseo
pursuit and acrobatic airplanes toward the end of the war,
the assumption
of sudden pull-out at high angle of attack
from a vertica,l nose dive, formed the basis upon which to
analyze wing strength.
On the premises
that tile drag coefficient of tti-ewhole airplane in a nose dive is approxifor maximum
mately equal to the drag coefficient
cm
a,t ~round level, the S.T.Ae’. prehorizontal
flight
vh
scribed the classical formula
nA =kf
for the load
The
chord .

In 1922
-—

factor

center

(50)

(0.036 vh)’ = 0.007’ -=-~~0 c~h
of case A.

of pressure

(reference

was

61) the
———

at one third
k

.——.—.

factors

of the wing
mere prescribed:
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*l!Di~ Entwicklung
der Festigkeitsvorschriften
f& FIU~ZCU~C
I,uftvon den Anf&ngen der Flu,gt.e,c@ik.3is zur Ge&en~a~t.lt
(For Parts I aild
fahr’t’f<o-r$ic’hun
g, June 21, 1932, pp. 38-52.
II, see N.A.C,A. Technical Memorand-~m~ NOSS 716 and 717.)
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‘“fi.A.d“.”A.!l!e”ck-nibal
‘Memorandum
.......... . .
Pursuit single-seat
rnoh.dplane,
II
II
mult,iplane,
Other military monoplanes,
II
II
muit iplan”es,
Nonmilitary
monoplanes,
II
mult iplanes

No . 718

k = 1“5 (m4/kg
10
.11.
7.5
9
7.5

s 2,

The inclination
of the resultant ,of the air loads toward the wing chord shall be 4:1 in case B.
The point of
application
shall be determined
from the wing polars.
In
by its incase “C the stress of the Wings is investigated
ternal drag.
The load factor in cases B and C is a stat,l.n-case D the load
ed fraction of the A-case. load factor~
for ,all,,,...
‘a;i’rplanes.
factor shall be
nD = 0.5nA
Niles, after critically
comparing f~rmula (50) with
that accordthe U. S. load factor, came to the conclusion
ing to it some of the newer pursuit .a,irplanes would be of
inferior strength, whereas commercial
airplanes,
which
practically
never get into a nose di?e, would become excessively strong.
Br.eguet and Devillers
(reference 63) also criticized
this formula and adduced the empirical breaking load factor, especially
for commercial airplanes,
from the stress
Starting from the reasoning that a
in a vertical gust.
sharp pull-out at high speed is an unduly vitiating loading condition for commercial
types, and that “such a maneuparticularly
with large airver was not at all executable,
planes, they analyzed the motion of an airplane flying into
a gust roller with sinusoidal distribution
of the vertical
velocity under the assumption
of steady lift coefficients.
The maximum stress is reached in the case of sudden rise of
vertical velocity
,,.

n = l+&_.,

%vhwg

,,,

With”

‘“
.

“’” “
?-

.~

d Ca “k 0.25 kg s2/m4
d,.,a,

gust y“elocity w = 3 m/s, ~~safety factor 2.5 of static
~.qu’otaand 5 as that of “the dynamic quota, the,breaking
. .
.,.
load factor becomes
“< :

(51)
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VIIF
‘Br = 2.5 + 3.’75 —G-

(52)
.,

,,. —,

Th& breakin”g load factor by this formula deviates for
ditferent
commercial airplanes only slightly from 6 as con-trastedwith
formula, (50) which, even with the minimum
k = 7.5
yields unnecessarily
hi’gh load factors in some
cases.
It was therefore believed that a constant load
factor of 6 was perfectly” sound for commercial aircraft.
13ut this no longer holds true ”to-day, where the number of
Airplane typos has increased consistently,’
).
The Permanent
Commission for Aeronautical
Research,
with w-hich the S.T.A6. and the Iiiternational Comnis”sion
for Air Navigation
wer”e affiliated,
cane to the conclusion
in 1925 (reference 64) that formula
(50) rendorod the prolininary static analysis difficult,
because the speed
vh
Iio’reover, since
was determinable
olil’yafter test flights,
the arbitrary
k factors were simply empir~.cal, a deterinina.tion of the load, factors independent
of the speed but
dcnenlent upon the gross weight of the airplane, was pref~i-:.ble.
The loa~ factors

——.-——
. .. .—— ...

Table
---—

XXIX.

. ..———.—.

set up tiy the two Commissions

Froncil Load

-——-—
——

.—.

Factors,

—————
. . ..—

----.—

Normal purposes
Records and special
purposes
Acrobatics
..
c~~il
S.T.A&.
Normal purposes
Records and special
purposes
Acrobatics
-—
— _—S.T.Ad.
Heavy bombers, training and ambulance
airplans,s
~;lulti’seaters,&“ay
Militar;
tomber’s:
pursuit and observation airylanes
.— -—
-—.-..-...--—.
.--.
-—-——
.—
(t X 2204.62 = lb. )
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6
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These load factors were based in part .upon acceleration measurements
made by Huguenard,
Magnan, and Planiol
(referen6e 65) .
For case B (c.p. position corresponding
maximum horizontal
flight), the load factor
nA.

to that for
is- nB = 0.75

Case C shall be. analyzed for a nose dive with terminal velocity;
the load factor, better called safety factor
in this case, is given in table XXIX*
For wheel landing from normal flight attitude
(pancakii~g), the impact factor is 6 for all airplanes
except for
the special group, where it shall be 4.5.
As vertical
component
of the landing shock for the
landing gear 5 times the gross weight of the airplane shall
be assumes
(3.5 times fog special gro”up)e The resultant
sidewise against the vertical,
forward and 9
slopes 27
For the rest, the specifications
woro similar to thoso
found in the 1927 edition of the 3ureau Veritas.
The CINA, originated
in France, began in 1925 with the
for obtaining
an
promulgation
of llminimum. requirements
The loading conditions
conairworthiness
certificate.’l
to the followtained therein had, in May 1929, progressed
ing stage:
General

Specifications

The tests
lowing rules:

for Stress

or stress

analyses

Analysis
are

and Testing

subject

to the fol-

a) For the successively
assumed flight attitudes or
movements
on the ground the loads producod under these conditions
and which the different
parts of the airplanes have to carry, are determined and, except for the forces sot up by the
multiplied
by the load factor cited
propoller,
in the subsequent
chapter.
b) The forces producod by the propeller
are introduced in actual magnitude when computing
the
airplane speed.
In case of fatigue stress of
the airplane,
thrust and propeller
torque shall
be multiplied
by the load factors given in the

.

-
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subsequent
section if these load factors are
less than 2.5; but in any other case, with 2.5.

When static strength tests are required,
it must be
proved during these tests whether the ,total stress assuucd
according
to the above data, p.ro.duces forces which actually cause failuro in somo part of the structure.
Granted sufficient
design data, they may be referred.
to breaking limit or elastic limit; but in all cases the
different
assumed load factors must be such as to give assuranco of an identical factor of safety as the static
strength tests with tho load factors
(qiven in the next
section) would reveal.
Analysis

and

Strength

Test

of Wings

Flight: with c.p.-far
forvfird. my;
- -.~ ca,se
corresponds
to pull-out fr’>m a nose dive and
to horizontal
flight in a vertical up-gust.
...
It shall be assumed that the ai~pla~~e flies horizontally at the angle at which the center of pressure of the
air loads is farthest forward.
The forces impressed- hereof the
;:.irpl:in~ shall be analyzed.
by on the different p~rts
and the followiilg breaking load fzctors ap?liod t~.ercto:
Case

I:

Gross

wo.ight of airpl~.ne

Class

1

(normal)

>5t

7

7

115

5

2 (special)

5

5

II.4

4

II

3 .(acrobatic)

9

9

11”7

7

having

II:

ylig”nt at maximum

a total. weight

of

speed.
,,
The airplane-shall
be ass~med to fly horizontally
at
itS tOp speed
vh
without the pow~r an~- r.p.mo of the eninternationally
accepted
gines exceeding
their respective
fi~ures.
The loads improssod thereby on tnc individual
parts of tho airplane shall bo analyzed and the pertinoilt
load factors applied; tlhoy are threo fourths of the V,C-.1UO
of case 1..
Case

.

lto5t

II

The load factors for airplanes
from } to 5 t change linearly.

●

&lt

6
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dive (c...p.farthest to the rear) .
.
The .ai,ry”lane“s-hallbe assumed to dt.ve at its limiting velocity with power off.
The loads impressed. hereby
upon th”e i,,ndividual parts of the airplane
shall be analyzed and the following
load factors applied:
Case

111%

Nose

.,.

.

Airplanes
,..
II
II
Case

of class

1 (normal)

1.5

It

II

2 (special)

1.2

II

11

3 (acrobatic)

Rough

IV:

-. 2.5

landing..

The airplane shall be assumed to.be in horizontal
at.
titude and drop vertically
when touching the ground, after
which the weight of the different members of” the structure
shall be multiplied
as follows:
.4irplanes of class

1 (normal)

:

6

!1

II

)1

2 (special)

4.5

11

II

11

3 (acrobatic)

6

Aside from the four
ing special cases.:

main

cases,

ti~re

are tho follow-

a) It shall be assumed that the airplane attains to
attitudes 1 and 2 successively;
hereby half of
the above-cited
load factors for analyzing the
produced forces are assumed, and it must be
after failtire of one bracing or
proved whether,
fitting, any part.of the cellule is under greater than its breaking load.
b) The loads on” the wings shall bo a.nalyzod fo~ tho
caso that tho airplane taxies or that tile engines
rotate on the ground separately
or collectively,
whereby the highest permissible
torque shall be
assumed and a unit load factor of 2.5 appliedi
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Surfaces
-----

~=
<.
,’

Tho-.,.ver,.t,i.cal-=
twil szmfaces
b-f’tlib ‘k.irplanos of. class
- .*,*—
1 (normal) and of class ~ (spncial) shall be designed to
withstand
a mean te”st load porpendicujar
to their surfaces,
which is de fir.ed accord i]i~ to the formula
Q = 3.5 Vh,
but which in no case must be loss than 70 kg/m2.
The distribution
of this moan load over the fin surface shall be uniform, triangular
over the rudder.
The
apex of the triangle shall lie over the outer edge, its
base over the axis in unbalanced,
and over the leading
edge in balanced,
elevators.
The strength
and of the rudder
loads.

of the fin attachment
to the fusela~o
nust be a,t least equal to the appliefl.
.

abnormal
Fin and rudder and fittings must, Witi~Lollt
fatigue, sustain the strosscs sot up by control forces in
flight or on the ground.
These regulations
as I“ollows:

were

revised

July

1931,

and amen’led

Elevators
amd stabilizers
shall be analyzed wtth t::.:l,t
of the followilig loads which yroduces
the greatest stress:
a)

A steady load equal to that
tical tail surfzces.

specified

for

the ver-

b) The loads resulting from tho equilibrium
equations
for the first three flight attitudes with the
same load factors as for” the wings.
c) The load set up when the part of tk.e olovator lying on one side of the line of symmetry of the
If;not amenable
airplane is loaded separately.
to direct analysis it may be assuaed. that the
corresponding
load is for the time being half of
a) e.nd b) .
the loads found under
!=.

For
in case
mum load

the 5.nvestigation of the equilibrium
equations
b), the e.g. of the airplane yield.ing the maxion the control surfaces shall be assumed.

The load distribution
over top and bottom of wing on
one hand, and over span and chord on the other? dopond.s

—

.,. .. .. —.—-

,—

upon the results from full-scale
or’ model tests.
When
officially
recognized
publications
such are not available,
The” fin attachments
on’the fuselage and
maybe
consulted.
of the el”evator must be ~.esigne’d.to’ tiit’hstand”at least the
stres”ses produced by t-he loads on the tail surfaces.
Ailerons shall. be analyzed ftir “the loads accruing from
the second ~oad case, tile ailerons shall be assumed to be
and tlie load fa’ctors for the wings
displaced 3 downward;
shall he a~~p”libd; inten~ity
and distribution
of the loads
to be taken from experiments” or, lacking thoso, from ofAil”crdn”fittings
shall
ficially recogniiedr publications.
bO designed to withstand
at least thti ’stresses i“mpressod
by tile aileron loadings,.
,,-.
Landing
For landing-gear
complied with:

Gears

design., three

conditions

must be

1. With an airplane in flight- “attitude; it shall be
assumed that only the wheels touch the ground.
The total w’eiGht shall be mtiltipliocl by a load
factor

4.

,,
2. The airplane attitude is as above, but the resulfant of the loads is no longer vertical but shall
be assumed inclined in a plane perpendicular
to
the longitudinal
axis of the airplane so that
the horizontal
comFo:lei~t equals 0.7 times the
gross weight of the airplane.
3*, The airplane is in the same attitude and subjected
to the same” loads as in the first case.
But the
resultant
of the loads shall be assumed to be inclined in a vertical plane through the longitudinal axis of the airplane, so tilat the horizontal conr~’onent is equal to one fourth of the resultant.
Tho stresses
shall be analyzed

of the parts
as follows:

supporting

tho fuselago

a) The airplane rests with the whe”els and the support
on a horizontal
plane and its weight shall be
multiplied
with ti~e load factor set up for the
landing gearO :.

